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New York magazine calls
The Seduction ofWater

"Smart... an
atmosplieric thriller

with a racing story line."
A mesmerizing new

novel about the secrets
mothers keep, and

the daughters who must
live in their shadows.

Now inanew paperback edition
perfect for reading groups

"A gothic and elegant
page-turner."
—The Boston Globe
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There are so many reasons to own a Bose* Lifestyle' DVD system.
And we've ust added a new one.
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Introducing the breakthrough ADAPTiQ'audio calibration system

Customizes sound to your room, soyour Lifestyle'' DVD system
Will sound best where it matters most. And it's only from Bose.

No two rooms sound exactly the same. Where you place your speakers, room size
and shape, reflective and absorption qualities.. .even whether aroom has rugs
or hardwood floors can affect sound. And until now, there wasn't asimple way for
home theater systems to account for these variables. Introducing the new ADAPTiQ
3Lidio calibration system, now available in Lifestyle®35 and 28 DVD home enter-'
tainment systems. It sound in your particular room and automatically
adjusts your Lifestyle® system to sound its best. So now, no matter what your room's
acoustics you'll action-packed movies and lifelike music delivered by asystem
Performing to its potential. »The ADAPTiQ system is just one reason you'll
enjoy our Lifestyle® systems. Some others: An elegant media center with built-in
'̂ Vd/CD play^*"- noticeable cube speakers. An Acoustimass® module that
Produces rich impactful bass. And an advanced universal remote that controls
your system -even from another room. Bose Lifestyle® home entertainment systems.
I\]q^ with the ADAPTiQ system, the height of our technology just got higher.

for afree dealers and Bose stores near you call:
1 o« ^ ru bOSE ext.M24 ask.bose.com/wm24• 8 0 0 . A S • "

Lifestyle"35 DVD
home entertainment system

Bettersound throu^ r^earch®
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